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From the Gutenberg Bible to the tweets of Pope
Francis, religion has always had a strong presence in
popular media. Some contemporary scholars have
argued that media shape how people think about
God. Others show that media framing of religious
groups affects how those groups are treated.
Studies of mediatization suggest that changes in the
meaning and authority of religion have everything to
do with how religion adapts to the characteristics
and constraints of media.

The best of these studies are historical. Most readers of this journal
will be familiar with Elizabeth Eisenstein’s monumental study, The Print -

ing Press as an Agent of Change, which, among other things, showed
how the printing press influenced religious thought, organization, and
experience. They may be less familiar with the significant contributions of
the three participants in our roundtable discussion. Unsecular Media by
Mark Silk used journalism history effectively to answer press critics who
complained that American news media are anti-religion. Re deeming the

Dial by Tona Hangen explained how evangelical revivalists adapted to
broadcasting so well that they paved the way for the emergence of the
Religious Right. And From Jesus to the Internet by Peter Horsfield
showed that media were central to the evolution of Christianity from a
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History and Political Science at Worcester State University. She wrote
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local itinerate movement to a diverse global enterprise.
In this roundtable, Tona Hangen, Peter Horsfield,

and Mark Silk reflect on the state of historical research in
media and religion.

Ferré: Why is the history of religion and media impor-
tant today?

Silk: It’s important because of the advent of digitalmedia. A few decades ago, Elizabeth Eisenstein arguedfor — and perhaps somewhat overstated — the crucialimportance of printing in shaping religion in the Westin a wide range of ways. As she made clear, printingopened Western minds to an array of religious possibil‐ities, encouraged fundamentalist movements, andfacilitated persecution of “others,” be they witches orJews. The new digital environment is changing the reli‐
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gious equation in ways we are only beginning to understand. The histo‐ry of religion and media provides necessary context for understandingand evaluating the current situation. 
Hangen: The history of media and religion remains critically underde‐veloped and poorly understood in mainstream popular culture.Everything that matters has a history that matters. Religion "lourishesin every available medium and in every era — this is all the more trueas media are the dominant cultural forms of our own time. “Traditional”religion encompassed face‐to‐face ritual, material culture, print, andoral transmission through speech and song. As media have grown, in ‐cluding print, broadcast, digital, and social media, so too has religion’sreach and diversity. Every imaginable media platform and format hasreligious dimensions, both with intrinsic media affordances unique tothat particular medium and consistent elements particular to that reli‐gion. I’d add that knowing the past of any practice deepens our under‐standing of it, and that goes for knowing how a religion has used mediain the past, and also knowing a given medium’s history when it comesto religious expression. 
Hors!ield: The in"luence that media have on religious beliefs, percep‐tions, experiences, and practices has, until recently, been seen and stud‐ied largely as a modern issue. This focus has led to the distorted under‐standing that the changes taking place in social and institutional reli‐gion today are unique. If one applies a broader view of the mediationcharacteristics of communication as one of the essential aspects of so ‐cial construction, it becomes apparent that religion, like every socialphenomenon, is not simply a given but is constructed historically in theprocesses of being communicated. Looking at these social constructionprocesses historically gives the more nuanced perspective that thechanges currently under way are not unprecedented, but are continu‐
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ous with changes that have taken place in the past.
Ferré: Why have you chosen the subjects you have for your own research?
What have you hoped to accomplish through your own research in the
!ield?

Silk: My interest in the "ield has largely been con"ined to issues involv‐ing the news media and the representation of religion by journalistsand commentators. The premise of my research is that journalism is anunderutilized resource for social and cultural history in general, and forreligious history in particular. With the digitization of newspapers andmagazines, it is now possible to explore the journalism of the past farmore quickly and ef"iciently — and inexpensively — than ever before.It’s my belief that more than any other source material, journalism dis‐closes the moral architecture of the past — the values and mores of agiven time and place. Being able to integrate this material into religioushistory provides unparalleled insight into the contemporary under‐standing and reception of religious "igures and movements.
Hangen: I’ve studied religious radio. I’m interested in how radio pro‐gramming captured religious voices, shaped religious organizations,and informed American culture more broadly. The past of sound is afascinating topic all its own — sometimes recording technology has al ‐lowed us to hear human interactions in real time, but the portion of thepast captured using that technology is in"initesimal. I was particularlydrawn to the historical moment that opened the era of mass broadcast‐ing, and how that changed or preserved religious traditions. I was sur‐prised to discover how the then‐new technology of radio could betransformative, disruptive, and disorienting and simultaneously con‐servative, placing, and orienting. Religious radio scholarship had falleninto the intersection (or gap) between media studies and religious
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studies, and I hoped to remind scholars of media that religion matters,and remind scholars of religion that media matter. I remain interestedin points of intersection between media, religion, and popular culture;the performance of religion in the public sphere; and the scholarly actof making historical sub"ields legible to one another. To make a full confession here, studying how early twentieth‐cen‐tury Protestant religious separatists employed emerging new media toshare their “old time gospel” message was a stealth way of looking pe ‐ripherally at my own religious tradition (the Church of Jesus Christ ofLatter‐day Saints, or Mormonism). The differences between these twore ligious families are important to the identity of both and shouldn’t beminimized, but there are certain structural and cultural similarities inthe ways they employ (sometimes deploy) religious media that I couldeasily recognize as I pursued my research across denominational lines. 
Hors!ield: My interest in historical perspectives on media and religionwas sparked a number of years ago when I ran workshops for churchleaders and church workers on the impact of electronic media on con‐temporary society and contemporary religion. Participants resistedthinking about media in anything but negative or critical terms. In pre ‐paring for these workshops, I came across an article about a dispute insecond‐century Christianity over whether Christian teachings shouldbe written down or not (Clement of Alexandria, Stromata). I found itmost effective to begin my workshops not talking about modern media,but by exploring why some Christians in the second century were soreluctant to have their teachings written down, what were the conse‐quences of what became the widespread use of writing in Christianity,and why there has been very little questioning of the validity of thoseconsequences. While there has now been extensive research done onthe contemporary interactions of media, religion, and culture, therehave still been few studies of historical perspectives on media and reli‐
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gious change, and no one has tracked systematically the part mediaplayed in the development of a religious tradition. I decided to do thatwith Christianity — From Jesus to the Internet is the product of thatresearch.
Ferré: What changes have you seen in the history of religion and media
during your career, and how would you characterize the state of religion
and media history today?

Silk: I would say that the major shift when it comes to the history ofjournalism is the defenestration of the Whig interpretation that sawjournalism steadily becoming more professional, comprehensive, andobjective. Some of the most interesting work being done today, to mymind, is in the examination of the ways information has been providedto those who required it outside the bounds of journalism as conven‐tionally understood. My sense is that we are still in the beginning stagesof exploiting journalistic sources and integrating them into the largerstory of religion in society.
Hangen: In my career — which precisely bridged the birth of the inter‐net and personal computers into the dizzying digital world of today —I’ve watched the emergence of new media with great interest for howthey serve religion (and/or serve AS religion). There are new media forstarters — internet, YouTube, social media (Facebook, Twitter, In sta ‐gram, Vine, Snapchat, Pinterest, Reddit), virtual reality, gaming, stream‐ing, subscription satellite, cable, niche media (e.g., the “long tail” of theweb), LPFM local & microbroadcasting, podcasting, and Skype. To all ofthese new species, religion unsurprisingly and impressively has provenremarkably adaptive. And there are many new tools, methods, andapproaches that could be borrowed from digital humanities, crowd‐sourced research, and big data analysis to stimulate the study of reli‐
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gion and media. The state of religion and media history is vibrant, but uneven. It ishighly developed in some areas (theory, televangelism, history of thebook, "ilm, and television), but less developed in others (digital media,radio, anything outside American Christianity). The "ield’s a little bithomeless — which has its advantages and disadvantages, as it wandersamong conferences and journals in communication, religious studies,literary/rhetoric studies, cinema/"ilm studies, business history, andpop ular culture. But on the plus side, that means religious media stud‐ies engage in ongoing conversations with diverse scholarly threads andhave never suffered from being insular. 
Hors!ield: One of the interesting debates in historical research hasbeen between micro‐ and long‐term historical study. Throughout thetwentieth century, with the growth of post‐graduate research and thesearch for suitable new topics, the pressures of publication, and thepostmodern suspicion of “grand narratives,” the trend in historicalresearch has been towards greater and greater depth in shorter andshorter time periods and a focus on exceptional individuals or events.This shift towards a short or event view of the past has lost what hadbeen a traditional purpose of historical research: to contribute perspec‐tives of the long term to the public sphere in its thinking about currentissues and the future. For many of these same reasons, much historicalresearch on media and religion has focused on speci"ic issues, particu‐lar media developments or media characters. A number of my earlierwritings did this. In From Jesus to the Internet, I deliberately wanted towrite a big picture, because I thought it was necessary to show not justbig moments, but also the media’s constant in"luence in the shaping ofChristianity’s development. I acknowledge in my Introduction thatthere’s a risk in attempting something so broad and that it was likely tobe open to criticism on every page by specialists who know the partic‐
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ulars of every instance better than I do. But I think the time was rightfor such a long‐view study that the risk was worth it.
Ferré: What frustrations have you encountered in your research?

Silk: Personally, none — other than the usual ones of not havingenough time to do it. I do think that the shrinkage of religion reportingwithin the context of the decline of journalism as understood in the latetwentieth century has had the unfortunate effect of turning academicattention away from news coverage of religion. On the other hand, thehistory of journalism has become far more interesting in recent years.
Hangen: Mine is the common scholars’ lament: paucity of evidence!Not enough from the past has been well‐preserved and accessible inarchives for scholarly use. For example, there’s no archive or librarydevoted speci"ically to religious media. National Religious Broadcastersis a faith‐based lobbying group uninterested in scholarly access to itsresources and apparently not maintaining much of an archive of itsmembership and their work. Denominational archives didn’t alwayspreserve media artifacts; media archives weren’t focused on collectingreligious material. Much of the material I encountered during my initialresearch in the 1990s was, of course, not in digital formats, but that sit‐uation sadly hasn’t improved much. Religious media aren’t sexy enoughfor digital humanities or digitization projects (unlike, say, popularmusic or politics). They’re often in obsolete formats not easily upgrad‐ed, like for example a "limsy plastic “record” included as a tear‐out nov‐elty in a 1970s religious magazine to be played on one’s home stereo. Alot of the material I ended up using was purchased from amateur col‐lectors through word of mouth or collectors’ forums, having been pirat‐ed onto cassette tapes, with murky provenance and probably murkycopyright law compliance. What is and isn’t in the public domain when
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it comes to radio broadcasting is unclear to begin with, and religiousradio — often with its dual purpose of being a proselyting message tothe world and, simultaneously, an expensive production needing con‐stant revenue streams to continue — complicates this issue even fur‐ther. Conversely, however, when one considers how to research reli‐gious digital media, it’s the opposite problem: too much data, with toolittle ability to locate, search across, analyze, and archive it. There areabundant digital riches but they often exist in unstable online environ‐ments vulnerable to paywalls, deletion, and alteration without evi‐dence of change. 
Hors!ield: They’re not frustrations so much as problems to be solved.The biggest one, and it’s a problem with all long‐term historical re ‐search, was working out how to handle the diversity of the topics in ‐volved. Christianity is massively diverse, and I chose to deal with it notthrough a narrow and restrictive lens of orthodoxy, but through thewide‐angled lens of diversity and plurality. Similarly with media.Though the concept of “media” as diversi"ied phenomena is a fairlymod ern concept, the things it covers — technologies, material artifacts,sensory experience, political, economic, and power relations, receptionperspectives, etc. — operated in the same way historically as they dotoday. Working out how to handle this diversity took me a long timeand a number of dead ends before I settled on a chronological structureto uncover the big picture of the development and cumulative effects ofdecisions made in one period on those that followed, and more detailedcase studies to "lesh out characteristics of each period and its dynamics.My hope is that other scholars will use this framework to locate moredetailed studies.
Ferré: What lessons have you learned while researching the history of
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religion and media?

Silk: The main lesson is that there’s gold in them thar hills. More broad‐ly, I’d say that, in the West, the history of religion is inextricably en ‐twined with the history of media. It is impossible to understand the his‐tory of the book (a new and important area of study) apart from the his‐tory of Christianity. In this sense, we are, I believe, entering a GoldenAge of religion‐and‐media historical study.
Hangen: One lesson I learned while researching religion and media isthat there is a deep vein of nostalgia and affection for this topic, almostas deep and rich as the vein of suspicion, fear, and mistrust about reli‐gious media. I wasn’t prepared for how much a part of personal, family,and spiritual lives religious broadcasting was and is, nor for how in"lu‐ential it proved on the shape and form of mass media and social mediathemselves. 
Hors!ield: For me the study of history is not just about the past; it’s alsoabout the present and the questions that our present confronts us with.The context of the present in this area has been the questions and de ‐bates arising from the growing interest in the contemporary interac‐tion of media, religion, and culture and the changes that media arebringing to contemporary institutional and social religiosity. For me,the broad question has been, Is what is happening now different fromwhat’s happened in the past, or is it yet another manifestation of pro ‐cesses of change in human culture? The speci"ic questions in my latestresearch were, Have media in"luenced the way in which Christianityhas developed, and what have those in"luences been? The exciting thingwhen I set out was, though I had bits and pieces of ideas, I didn’t knowhow they all "it together, so it was a genuine voyage of discovery.
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Ferré: What new research in the history of religion and media would you
like to see? That is, are there unanswered questions that need to be ad -
dressed? 

Silk: I’d like to see more focused studies on particular publications,along the lines of Elesha Coffman’s study of The Christian Century.What’s most important, to my mind, is the integration of sophisticatedmedia studies into the more general historiography of society and cul‐ture.
Hangen: “Religion” is all too often shorthand for American Protestant ‐ism. We need much more work on the full spectrum of religious tradi‐tions and practices found today, especially world and non‐Christianand hybrid traditions, and on the actual diversity of religious media. Wealso need more on how media interact, not just studying different me ‐dia and messages in isolation from each other but as parts of holisticecosystems of thought and cultural expression. We need more on now‐obsolete forms and formats, more recovery of “lost stuff” — think "ilm‐strips (a popular didactic medium in mid‐twentieth‐century Mormon ‐ism, for example), vinyl, cassette, "loppy disk, piano and phonographrolls, obsolete video formats, slides, even View‐Master. Just to name afew....
Hors!ield: Researching such a long history exposed me to a wide rangeof people, events, and phenomena that I could only touch on, but areworthy of deeper study and story‐telling. For example, many peopleand movements were written out of the Christian story in the politicalprocesses of censorship and suppression that were part of creating an“of"icial” version of Christianity. The history of Christianity will be quitedifferent when those people and movements are seen not as ancillaryto the main Christian tradition, but as an inherent part of it. I’ve also
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come out of my study on media and religion with a greater awarenessthat “religion” is just one ideological way of addressing what really areessential, generic experiences that arise from our human existence to ‐gether. In the historical development of civilizations, organized religionhas been given primary responsibility for giving meaning to thesedimensions of human experiences, to the extent that religious ideolo‐gies, institutions, and people have had an exaggerated power in society.While alternatives have been present, for historical reasons there hasnever fully developed an alternative secular language free of religiousdogma for giving expression to these transcendental dimensions of ourshared humanity. I’d like to see more research focused on that, includ‐ing its persistence throughout history.
Ferré: What advice would you offer to young scholars interested in re -
searching the history of religion and media? 

Silk: My advice is to be historians "irst, communications scholars sec‐ond. The important questions for our society require seeing mediawith in a larger historical context. We are living in a time of media dom‐inance like no other, but without the historian’s mode of interpretingreality, we will never adequately comprehend the signi"icance of mediain our time. Of course, this is an historian speaking.
Hangen: I think the default is still to think denominationally about reli‐gion and media. For those interested in these issues, I’d advise resistingthis narrowness and instead think syncretically, thematically, and com‐paratively. We need scholars not to emerge out of the study of an indi‐vidual religious tradition and look around for fruitful comparative op ‐portunities but to research trajectories cutting across religious tradi‐tions from the outset. 
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Hors!ield: I would remind young scholars of a quotation from theItalian philosopher and historian Benedetto Croce: “The documentsand other survivals of the past are dead to us until we ask them a ques‐tion, until we want to know something from them.” So I’d suggest "irst,have a good question that engages you and recognize that the questionswe most often ask of history are not so much about the past but aboutthe present and our future, and that’s alright. A second would be, beopen to serendipity. Sometimes in research we make a discovery orcome across an event or insight that can change how we think aboutsomething, and that requires reworking our past studies and the frame‐works we’d been working with. The third would be, have a long‐termplan. Historical research requires at times delving into a lot of detail onvery speci"ic things. At times that speci"icity can seem piecemeal anddisconnected. It helps if you have a bigger picture of what you want toachieve in the long term.
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